
The Smalltalk Graphics Kernel 

Graphics are essential to the 
quality of an interactive program
ming system and to the interactive 
applications that go along with such a 
system. Qualitatively, people think 
with images, and any system that is 
incapable of manipulating images is 
incapable of augmenting such 
thought. Quantitatively, a person can 
visually absorb information equiva
lent to millions of · characters a se
cond, while the normal rate for 
reading text is less than 100 characters 
a second. 

For the graphical interaction cycle 
to be complete, a computer system 
must provide a channel for input in 
the visual domain as well. While the 
projection of images from the realm 
of thought into the space of electronic 
information seems an impossible 
task, a well-designed pointing device 
can effectively harness the computer's 
graphical output capability to express 
graphical input from the user. Given 
such a pointing device, the process of 
selecting from graphical objects, such 
as text displayed on the screen, is 
natural and rapid. By tracking the 
pointer with a program that simulates 
a pen or paintbrush, the visual input 
channel can be extended to include 
line drawing and freehand sketches. 

The purpose of graphics in the 
Small talk system is to support the 
reactive principle: 

Any object accessible to the user 
should be able to present itself in a 
meaningful way for observation and 
manipulation. 

Meaningful presentation of any ob
ject in the system demands maximum 
control over the display medium, and 
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many technologies fall short in this 
respect. One approach that provides 
the necessary flexibility is to allow the 
brightness of every discernible point 
in the displayed image to be in
dependently controlled. The simplest 
implementation of this approach is a 
contiguous block of storage in which 
the setting of each bit (lor 0) is 
mapped into dark or light illumina-

Photo 1: An example of a Smallta lk-80 
video display. Note the multiple win
dows, the combinations of text and 
graphics, and the pointer in the window 
marked "UserView workspace." 

tion of the corresponding picture ele
ment, or pixel, when displaying or 
combining with other images. The 
block of storage is thus referred to as 
a bitmap, and this type of display is 
called a bitmap display. The simplest 
form of bitmap allows only two 
brightness levels , white and black. 
The Smalltalk-80 graphics system is 
built around this model. 

Photo 1 shows a typical view of the 
Smalltalk-80 system, and it illustrates 
the wide range of graphical idiom 

implied by the reactive principle. Rec
tangular areas of arbitrary size are 
filled with white, black, and various 
halftone patterns. Text, in various 
typefaces, is placed on the screen 
from stored images of the individual 
characters. Halftone shades are 
"brushed" by the user to create 
freehand paintings. Moreover, 
although not shown on the printed 
page, images on the display may be 
moved or sequenced in time to pro
vide animation. 

Graphical Storage~Forms 
Simple images are represented by 

instances of class Form. A Form has 
height and width and a bitmap that 
indicates the white and black regions 
of the particular image being 
represented. Consider, for example, 
the arrow-shaped Form that appears 
in the lower-right window of the 
screen image in photo 1. The internal 
representation of this Form is 
depicted in figure 1. Its height is 16, 
its width is 8, a!ld its appearance is 
described by the pattern of ones and 
zeros (shown as light · and dark 
squares) in its bitmap. The height and 
width of the Form serve to impose the 
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Figure 1: A simple Form representing the 
cursor in photo 1. 
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Figure 2: Copying a character of text from a source Form (bottom) to a destination Form (top). 

appropriate two-dimensional order
ing on the otherwise unstructured 
data in the bitmap. We will return to 
the representation of Forms in more 
detail later in this article. 

A complex image can be rep
resented in either of two ways: by a 
very large Form, or by a structure 
that includes many Forms and rules 
for combining and repeating them in 

order to produce the desired image. 
The freehand drawing in the center of 
photo 1 is an example of the former, 
and the text below it is an example of 
the latter. 

The large unstructured Form has an 
additional use of great importance: it 
can be presented to the display hard
ware as a buffer in memory of the 
actual data to be shown on the 

display terminal. We refer to the 
Form which is so used as the 
displayForm. Since the interface to the 
hardware is through a Form, there is 
no difference between combining 
images internally and displaying 
them on the screen. Animation can be 
done simply in this manner: one Form 
serves as the displayForm while the 
next image to be displayed is 
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You can save buying whole· 
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prepared in a second Form. As each 
image is completed, the two Forms 
exchange roles, causing the new 
image to be displayed and making the 
Form with the old image available for 
building the next image in sequence. 

Graphical Manipulation-BitBlt 
To support a wide range of 

graphical presentation, we have 
specified a kernel operation on Forms 
that we call BitBlt . All text and 
graphic objects in Small talk are 
displayed and modified using this 
single graphical primitive . The author 
wrote the original design in October 
1975 with the advice and support of 
Diana Merry. After five years' ex
perience, we have felt the need for 
only minor changes, and these im
provements are largely due to Bob 
Flegal and Bill Bowman. The re
mainder of this article describes the 
current BitBlt primitive in detail-its 
specification, examples of its use, 
and, finally, the details of its im
plementation. 

One of the first computers on 
which a Small talk system was im
plemented had an instruction called 
BL T for block transfer of 16-bit 
words. The name BitBlt derives from 
the generalization of data transfer to 
·arbitrary bit locations, or pixels. 
BitBlt is intentionally a very general 
operation, although most applica
tions of it are graphically simple, such 
as "move this rectangle of pixels from 
here to there." 

A specific application of BitBlt is 
governed by a list of parameters that 
includes : 

e destForm-a Form into which pixels 
will be stored by BitBlt 
e sourceForm-a Form from which 
pixels may be copied 
e halftoneForm-a Form containing a 
spatial halftone pattern 
e combination Rule-an Integer speci
fying the rule for combining cor
responding pixels of the sourceForm 
and destForm 
edestX, de stY, width , height
Integers specifying the rectangular 
subregion to be filled in the destina
tion 
eclipX, clipY, clipWidth, clipHeight
Integers specifying a rectangular 

boundary that further restricts the af
fected region of the destination 
e sourceX, sourceY -Integers specify
ing the location (top left) of the 
subregion to be copied from the 
source 

In the remainder of this section, we 
examine the effect of each of these 
parameters in greater detail. 

Source and Destination Forms 
Figure 2 illustrates the process of 

copying a character of text into a 
region on the display. This operation 
will serve to illustrate most of the 
characteristics of BitBlt. The copy 
operation involves two Forms, a 
source and a destination. The source 
in this example is a font containing a 
set of character glyphs depicted in 
some uniform style and scale and 
packed together horizontally. Pixels 
are copied out of the source (the font) 
and stored into the destination (the 
display). The width and height of the 
transfer correspond to the character 
size. The source x and y coordinates 
give the character's location in the 
font, and the destination coordinates 
specify the position on the display 
where its copy will appear. 

Clipping Rectangle 
In its specification, BitBlt includes a 

rectangle that limits the region of the 
destination that can be affected by its 
operation, independent of the other 
destination parameters. We call this 
rectangle the clipping rectangle. 
Often it is desirable to display a par
tial window onto larger scenes, and 
the clipping rectangle ensures that all 
picture elements fall inside the 
bounds of the window. By its inclu
sion in the BitBlt primitive, the clip
ping function can be done efficiently 
and in one place, rather than being 
replicated in all application pro
grams. Figure 3 illustrates the result 
of imposing a clipping rectangle on 
the example of figure 2. Pixels that 
would have been placed outside the 
clipping rectangle (the left edge of the 
UN" and half of the word "the") have 
not been transferred . If other 
characters had fallen above or below 
this rectangle, they would have been 
clipped similarly. 
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Figure 3: An example of using a clipping w indow on the illustration in figure 2 . 

Halftone Form 
It is often desirable to fill areas with 

a regular pattern that gives the effect 
of gray shading or texture . To this 
end, BitBlt provides for reference to a 
third Form (halftoneForm) containing 
the desired pattern. This Form is 

restricted to a height and width of 16. 
When half toning is specified, this pat
tern is effectively repeated every 16 
units horizontally and vertically over 
the entire destination. There are four 
"modes" of supplying pixels from the 
source and halftone controlled by 

eliding (supplying nil for) sourceForm 
or halftoneForm: 

eMode O-No source, no halftone 
(supplies solid black) 
eMode l-Halftone only (supplies 
halftone pattern) 
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modeO 
all cines . 

eMode 2-Source only (supplies 
source pixels) 
eMode 3-Source AND halftone 
(supplies source bits masked by 
halftone pattern) 

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of these 
four modes with the same source and 

Source Before S 

mode1 
halftone only 

mode2 
source only 

Figure 4: BitBIt's four possible source modes. 

destination and a regular gray 
halftone. 

Combination Rule 
The examples above have all stored 

their results directly into the destina
tion. There are actually many pos
sible rules for combining each source 

o Destination Before 

0' Destination After 

Figure 5: A BitBlt combination diagram. This diagram , when filled in, specifies the ef
fects of a given combination (or "rule") on all combinations of dark and light source and 
destination cel/s. Each combination is given a number equal to the sum of the cells that 
are darkened. See figure 6 for examples. 
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mode 3 
source AND halftone 

element S with the corresponding 
destination element 0 to produce the 
new destination element 0'. Such a 
rule must specify a white or black 
result for each of the four cases of 
source being white or black and 
destination being white or black. 

Figure 5 shows a box' with four cells 
corresponding to the four cases en
countered when combining source (S) 
and destination (D). For instance, the 
cell numbered 2 corresponds to the 
case where the source was black and 
the destination was white. By ap
propriately filling the four cells with 
white or black, the box can be made 
to depict any combination rule (there 
are sixteen possible rules altogether). 
The numbers in the four cells relate 
the rule as depicted to the integer 
value that selects that rule. For in
stance, to specify that the result 
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rule 3 
D' = S 

should be black wherever the source 
or destination (or both) was black, 
we would blacken the cells numbered 
4, 2, and 1. The associated integer for 
specifying that rule is the sum of the 
blackened cell numbers, or 4 + 2 
+ 1 = 7. 

Figure 6 illustrates four common 
combination rules graphically. Each 
is described by a combination 
diagram, its integer rule number, and 
the actual logical fum:tion being ap
plied. The earlier case of ~Ring can 
be seen in left center of the figure. 
This case is often described as paint
ing "under" the destination because 
existing black areas remain black. 

Smalltalk Access to BitBit 
In this section, we present the 

Small talk interface to BitBlt and take 
a detailed look at the application of 
BitBlt to text display and line draw
ing. In preparation, you wi,ll need 
some additional context, which we 
present here before describing class 
BitBIt. 

Besides class Form, two additional 
classes are used extensively in work
ing with stored images, Point and Rec
tangle. Points contain x and y coor
dinate values and are used for refer
ring to pixel locations relative to the 
top left corner of a Form (or other 
point of reference). By convention, x 
increases to the right and y down, 
consistent with the layout of text on a 
page and the direction of TV scan
ning. A Rectangle contains two 
Points: origin, which specifies the top 
left corner, and corner, which in-
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rule 7 rule 1 

D' = SORD D' = SAND D 

Figure 6: Four common com bination rules . 

dicates the bottom right corner of the 
region described. Class Point pro
vides protocol for access to the coor
dinates and for various useful opera
tions such as translation and scaling . 
Class Rectangle provides protocol for 
access to all the coordinates involved 
and other operations such as intersec
tion with other rectangles. It may be 
useful to note the parallel between 
classes Point, Rectangle, Form and 
classes Number, Interval, Indexed
Collection . Numbers index Collec
tions and Points index Forms. Inter
vals select subColiections, and Rec
tangles select subForms. 

Figure 7 shows the complete 
representation of the Form shown in 
figure 1. The width and height are 
stored as Integers . The actual pixels 
are stored in a separate instance of 
class Bitmap. Bitmaps have almost no 
protocol, since their sole purpose is to 
provide storage for Forms. They also 
have no intrinsic dimensionality, 
apart from that projected by their 
own Form, although the figure retains 
this structure for clarity. It can be 
seen that space has been provided in 

Form 

rule 6 
D' = S XOR D 

the Bitmap for a width of 16; this is a 
manifestation of the hardware 
org~nization of storage al!d process
ing into 16-bit words. Bitmaps are 
allocated with an integral number of 
words for each row of pixels. The in
tegral constraint on row size 
facilitates movement from one row to 
the next during the operation of BitBlt 
and during scanning of the display 
screen by the hardware. While this 
division of memory into words is 
significant at the primitive level , it is 
encapsulated in such a way that none 
of the higher-level graphical com
ponents in the system need consider 
word size. 

Class BitBlt 
The most basic interface to BitBlt is 

through a class of the same name . 
Each instance of BitBlt contains the 
parameters necessary to specify a 
BitBlt operation. The BitBlt protocol 
includes messages for initializing the 
parameters and one message, 
copyBits, that causes the primitive 
operation to take place. The class 
template for BitSlt is given in table 1. 

o 10 

o 
bitmap ~----------~ 

width = 8 

ight = 16 10 

Figure 7: The complete representation of figure 1, 
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class name 

superclass 

BitBlt 

Object 

operation to the next. This situation 
occurs frequently in the graphics 
kernel, as demonstrated in the follow
ing section. 

instance variable names destForm sourceForm halftoneForm 
combination Rule destX destY width height 
clipX clipY clipWidth clipHeight 

Image Synthesis of Text 
Much of the graphics in the 

Smalltalk system consists of text and 
lines. These high-level entities are 
synthesized by repeated invocation of 
BitBIt. In this section and the next, we 
examine these two important applica
tions more closely. 

sourceX sourceY 

instance message's and methods 

setup 

destForm: forml sourceForm: form2 halftoneForm: form3 rule: 
rule destRectangle: destRectangle cllpRectangle: cllpRectangle 
sourceOrlgln: sourceOrlgln I I 

destForm - form J . 
sourceForm - form2 . 
halftoneForm - form3 . 
combinationRule - rule . 

destX - destRectangle minX. 
destY - destRectangle minY. 
width - destRectangle width . 
height - destRectangle height. 

clipX - clipRectangle minX. 
clipY - clipRectangle minY. 
clipWidth - clipRectangle width . 
clipHeight - clipRectangle height. 

sourceForm = = nil if False: 
[sourceX - sourceOrigin x. 
sourceY - sourceOrigin y]. 

self copyBits 

operations 

copyBlts I I < primitive > 

Table 1: Class template for class BitBIt. 

One of the advantages derived 
from BitBlt is the ability to store fonts 
compactly and to display them using 
various combination rules . The com
pact storage arises from the possibili
ty of packing characters horizontally 
one next to another (as shown in 
figure 2), since BitBlt can extract the 
relevant bits if supplied with a table 
of left x coordinates of all the 
characters. This is called a strike for
mat, from the typographical term 
meaning a contiguous display of all 
the characters in a font. 

The scanning and display of text is 
performed in the Smalltalk-80 system 
by a subclass of BitBIt. This subclass 
inherits all the normal state, with 
destForm indicating the Form in 
which text is to be displayed and 
sourceForm indicating a Form con
taining all the character glyphs side 
by side (as in figure 2). In addition, 
this subclass defines further state in
formation, including: 

The state held in an instance of BitBlt 
allows multiple operations in a 
related context to be performed 
without the need to repeat all the 

setup . For example, when displaying 
a scene in a display window, the 
destination Form and clipping rec
tangle will not change from one 

etext-a String of Characters to be 
displayed 
e textPos-an Integer giving the cur
rent position in text 
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Listing 1: The scanWord: method scans or prints text. 

scanWord: endRun 
I charlndex I 
< primitive> " May be implemented internally for speed" 
[charlndex > end Run) whileTrue: 

[charlndex - text at: textPos. 
(exceptions at: charlndex) > 0 

"pick character" 
"check exceptions" 

ifTrue : [I exceptions at: charlndex). 
sourceX - xTable at: charlndex. 
w idth - (xTable at: charlndex + J) -
printing ifTrue: [self copyBits) . 

" left x of character in font" 
sourceX. " up to left of next char" 

" print the character" 
"advance by width of cha racter" 

"passed right boundary" 
"advance to next character" 

destX - destX + width . 
destX > stopX ifTrue: [I stopXCodej . 
textPos - textPos + J) . 

textPos - textPos - J. 
1 endRunCode 

• xTable-an Array of Integers giving 
the left x location of each character in 
sourceForm 
. stopX-an Integer that sets a right 
boundary past which the inner loop 
should stop scanning 
• exceptions-an Array of Integers 
that, if non-zero, indicate that the 
corresponding characters must be 
specially handled 
Once an instance has been initialized 
with a given font and text location, 
the sca nWord : loop given in listing 1 
will scan or print text until some 
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horizontal position (stopX) is passed, 
a special character (determined from 
exceptions) is found, or the end of 
this range of text (endRun) is reached. 

The check on exceptions handles 
many possibilities in one operation, 
The space character may have to be 
handled exceptionally in the case of 
text that is padded to achieve a flush 
right margin . Tabs usually require a 
computation or table check to deter
mine their width. Carriage return is 
also identified in the check for excep
tions. Character codes beyond the 
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range given in the font are detected 
similarly and are usualiy handled by 
showing an exceptional character, 
such as a little lightning bolt, so that 
they can be seen and corrected. The 
printing flag can be set false to allow 
the same code to measure a line 
(break at a word boundary) or to find 
where the cursor points, While this 
provision may seem over-general , 
two benefits (besides compactness) 
are derived from that generality, 
First, if one makes a change to the 
basic scanning algorithm, the parallel 
functions of measuring, printing, and 
cursor tracking are sure to be syn
chronized, Second, if a primitive im
plementation is provided for the 
loop, it exerts a threefold leverage on 
the system performance. The scan
Word: loop is designed to be 
amenable to such primitive im
plementation; that is, the interpreter 
may intercept it and execute primitive 
code instead of the Small talk code 
shown. In this way, much of the 
setup overhead for copyBits can be 
avoided at each character, and an en
tire word or more can be displayed 

' . ' 
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Listing 2: The drawLoopX:Y: method draws li"es. 

drawLoopX: xDelta Y: yDelta 
I dx dy px py P i I 
< primitive > 
dx -- xDelta sign. 
dy -- yDelta sign. 
px -- yDelta abs. 
py -- xDelta abs. 
self copyBits. "first point" 

py > px 
ifTrue: "more horizontal" 

[p -- py/ /2. 
I to: py.do: 

[:i I destx -- destx + dx. 
(p -- p - px) < 0 ifTrue: [desty -- desty + dy. P -- P + py]. 
self copyBits)) 

if False: "more vertical" 
[p -- px/ /2. 
I to: px do: 

[:i I desty -- desty + dy. 
(p -- p - py) < 0 ifTrue: [destx -- destx + dx. p .,... P + px]. 
self copyBits]] 

Listing 3: Methods for image magnification. @ is a shorthand message that returns a 
new Point whose x-value is the receiver (on the left) and whose y-value is the argument 
(on the right). Points respond to the + and * messages by distributing them over each 
of the coordinates. 

magnify: rect by: scale spacing: spacing 
I wideForm bigForm I "First expand horizontally" 
wideForm -- Form extent: (rect width * scale x) @ rect height. 
wideForm spread: rect from: self by: scale x 

spacing: spacing x direction: I @ O. 
bigForm -- Form extent: rect extent * scale. "Then expand vertically" 
bigForm spread: wideForm asRectangle from: wideForm by: scale y 

spacing: spacing y direction: 0 @ I. 
t bigForm 

spread: rect from: sourceForm by: scale spacing: spacing 
direction: dlr 
I slice sourcePt I 
slice -- Rectangle origin: 0 @ 0 extent: dir transpose * self extent + dir. 
sourcePt -- reet origin. "transpose retums a Point with swapped coordinates" 
I to: (rect extent dot: dir) do: "dot product selects direction of stretch" 

[:i I "slice up the original image" 
self copy: slice from: sourcePt in: sourceForm rule: STORing. 
sourcePt -- sourcePt + dir. slice moveby: dir * scale]. 

I to: scale - spacing - I do: 
[:i I "smear out the slices. leave some space" 
self copyAIITo: I @ 0 in: self rule: DRing] 

directly. Conversely, the Small talk 
text and graphics system requires im
plementation of only the one 
primitive operation to provide full 
functionality. 

Line Drawings, Image Synthesis 
The same design principle applies 

in the support fo!, drawing lines. By 
using BitBlt, one algorithm can draw 
lines of varying widths, different 
halftone "color," and any combina-

tion rule. To draw a line, an instance 
of BitBlt is initialized with the ap
propriate destination Form and clip
ping window, and with a source that 
can be any Form to be applied as a 
pen shape along the line. Starting 
from the stored destX and destY, the 
line-drawing loop, drawLoopX:Y: 
(listing 2), accepts x and y delta 
values and x and y step values as 
necessary, calling copyBits at each 
point along the line. The method used 
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SOFTWARE 

ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN 
'" (New items or new prices) 

We' lI match any advertised price 
on any item that we carry. And if 
you f ind a lower price on what you 
bought within 30 days of buying 

Combine our pri ce protection 
with th e availability of full pro fes
sional support and our automati c 
update service and you have the 
Ultimate Software Plan . it, just show us th e ad and we' ll 

refund the difference. It 's a convenient, uncomplicated, 
logical way to get your softwa re. It's that simple. 

CP/M ' 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Med icaIi PAS-3) . ..... $849 / $40 
Dental (PAS-3). . . . $849/ $40 

ASYST DESIGN 
Prof Time Billing . . $549/ $40 
General Subroutine . $269/$30 
Applicat ion Utiliti es . . $439/ $30 

COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS 
Creator . . . . $269/ $25 
Reporter . . ......... $1 69/ $20 
Both . . $399 / $4 5 

COMPUTER CONTROL 
Fabs (B- tree) . . $ 159/$20 
UltraSort II. . $ 159/ $25 

COMPUTER PATHWAYS 
Pearl (level 1) . $ 99/ $25 
Pearl ( level 2) . . . $299 / $40 

0/ Pearl ( level 3) . $549/ $50 

DIGITAL RESEARCH 
CP/ M 2.2 
Norl hStar . . $149/ $25 
TRS-80 Model II (P+ T)$ 159/ $3 5 
M icropolis . $ 169/ $25 
Cromemco . . . $ 189/ $25 
PUI-80 . $4 59/ $35 
BT-80 . $ 179/ $25 
Mac. $ 85/ $ 15 
S id . $ 65/$ 15 

0/ Z-S id . . $ 90/ $ 15 
0/ Tex . .. $ 90/ $ 15 

DeSpoo l $ 50/ $ 10 

D.M.A. 
Ascom . 
DMA-DOS . 
CBS. 
Formu la . 

GRAHAM-DORIAN 
General Ledger . 
Accl Receivable. 
Accl Payable . 
Job Cos li ng . 
Payro ll II 
Inventory II . 
Payro ll .. 
Inven tory .. 
Cash Regisler . 
Apa rlmen l Mgt . 
Su rveying . 
Medica l 
Denta l 

MICRO-AP 
S-Basic . 
Selector IV .. 

.$ 149 / $ 15 
$179/ $35 

· $369 / $4 5 
$539/ $45 

$729/ $40 
· . $729/ $40 
· . $729/ $40 

· $729/ $40 
$729/ $40 

.. . $729/ $40 
$493/ $40 

· . $493/ $40 
· $493/ $40 
· $493/ $40 
· $729/ $40 
· $729/ $40 
$729/ $40 

· $269/ $25 
$469/ $35 

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS 
H DBS $269/ $35 
MOBS . $795/ $40 
DRS or ORS or RTL . S269/ $35 
MOBS PKG . $ 1295/ $60 

MICROPRO 
Wo rdStar . . $3 19/ $60 
Cuslomilalion N o tes .. $ 89/ $na 
Mai l-Merge . $ 109/ $25 
WordSlar / Mai l-Merge . $41 9 / $85 
DataSlar . $2 49/ $60 
WordM aster . . $ 11 9 / $40 
SuperSorl I $ 199/ $40 

CP/ M users: spec ify d isk syslems and fo rmats. Most formats avail abl e. 

MICROSOFT 
Basic-SO . . $289/ $30 
Bas ic Compil er. $329/ $30 
Fo rlran-SO . . . $349/ $30 
Cobol-SO . . . $574 / $30 
M-Sort. . . ... $ 124 / $30 
Macro-SO. . . ... $ 144 / $20 
Edit-80 . . . $ S4 / $20 
MuSimp/ MuMath . . . $224 / $25 
MuLisp-SO . $ 174 / $20 

ORGANIC SOFTWARE 
TextWri le r III . $ 111 / $20 
DateBook II . $269/ $25 
Mil estone . . . $269/ $25 

OSBORNE 
General Ledger . 
Acct Rec / Acct Pay . 
Payroll w/ Cost . 
A 11 3 . . 
A ll 3 + CBAS IC-2 . 

PEACHTREE" 
General Ledger . 
Acc t Receivable . 
Acct Payable . 
Payro ll 
Invento ry . 
Surveyo r . 
Property Mgt. 

· $ 59/ $20 
$ 59/ $20 
$ 59/ $20 

.. $ 129/ $60 
· $ 1 99 / $75 

$399/ $40 
... $399/ $40 

.$399/ $40 
· $399/ $40 
$399/ $40 
$399/ $40 

CPA Clien t Write -up . 
Mail ing Address . 

· $799/ $40 
$799/ $40 
$349/ $40 

SOFTWARE WORKS 
Adapt (COOS to CP/ M) . $ 69/ $na 
Ratfor . . . $ 86/ $na 

SOHO GROUP 
MatchMaker . . $ 97/ $20 
Wo rkS heet. .... $ 177/ $20 

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS 
GL or AR or AP or Pay .. $599/ $40 
Inventory Contro l . $599/ $40 
Ma9ic Works heet . . . $2 19 / $40 
Ana lyst. $ 199 / $25 
Letteright . $ 179/ $25 
OSort. ... $ S9/ $20 

SUPERSOFT 
Diagnos tic I 
Di agnost ic II 
Disk Docto r . 
Fo rth (SOSO or ZSO ) 
Fo rtran . 
Fo rtran w / Ratfor . 
Other . . 

TCS 

· $ 49/ $20 
$ S4 /$20 
$ S4/ $20 

· .. $ 149/ $25 
· $2 19/ $30 
$2S9/ $35 

less 10 ')', 

GL or AR or AP or Pay . . $ 79/ $25 
A I1 4 .. $269/ $99 

UNICORN 
Mince . 
Scribble . 
Bo th 
Amet hyst . 

WHITESMITHS 
"C" Compi ler . 
Pascal (incl "C"). 

" DATA BASE" 
FMS-80 . 
dBASE II 
Condor . 
Condor II . 
Access/ SO . 

· .. $ 99/ $25 
· $ 99/ $25 
$1S9/ $50 

. $299/ $75 

· .. $6001$30 
$S50/ $45 

· $649/ $45 
$629/ $50 

· $599/ $30 
$S99/ $50 

. . $749/ $50 

" PASCAL" 
Pascal/ MT + $429/ $30 
Pascal/ Z . $349/ $30 

0/ Pascal/ UCSD . . $399/$50 
Pascal/ M . . ........ $ 149/ $20 

"WORD PROCESSING" 
0/ WordSearch $ 179 / $50 

Spell Guard $229/ $25 
VTS/ SO . . $259/ $65 
Magic Wand . $2S9/ $4 5 
Spe ll Binder . $349/ $45 

"OTHER GOODIES" 
The Last One . . $549/ $95 
SuperCa lc . . . $ 269/ $50 
Target. . $ 1S9/ $30 
BSTAM .. $ 149/ $ 15 
Ti ny " C" . . $ S9/ $50 
Tiny "C" Compi ler . $229/ $50 
CBAS IC-2 . $ 9S/ $20 
N evada Cobo l $ 129/ $25 
M ic roS tat. . $224/ $ 20 
Ved il. .... $ 1 05/ $1 5 
ESO-1 . . ........ $ 1349 / $50 
M iniModel . . $449/ $50 
StatPak . . . . $449 / $40 
M icro B + ... . .... $229/ $20 
Raid . . $224 / $35 
Str ing/ SO . $ S4 / $20 
String/ SO (source ). .. $279/$na 

APPLEII '~ 

INFO UNLIMITED 
EasyWriter . 
Datadex . 

.$224 
. .... . $349 

Other . . . Iess 15% 
MICROSOFT 
Soltcard (Z-SO CP/ M ) . . $259 
Fo r tran . $ 1 79 
Cobo l .............. $499 

MICROPRO 
Wo rdstar . . . $269 
Mai lMerge . $ 99 
Wo rdstar / MaiI Merge .. $349 
SuperSo rt I . . $ 159 

PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
Vis ica lc .. . $ 99 
Visica lc II . $159 
CCA Data Mgr ........ $ S4 
Desktop/ Plan II . $ 159 
Visiterm . . $129 
Visidex . $ 159 
Visiplo t. .. . $ 149 
Vis itrend /Visip lo l. . . $229 
Zo rk .. . $ 34 

PEACHTREE' 
General Ledger . 
Acct Receivabl e . 
Acct Payab le . 
Payroll 
Inventory . 
"OTHER GOODIES" 

.$224/ $40 
· $224 / $40 
· $224 / $40 
· $224 / $40 

.. $224 / $40 

0/ d B ASE II ........... . 5329/ $50 
VU #3 (use w/Vis ica lc ). $ 49 
Super-Text II . $ 127 
Data Factory . . $1 29 
DB Masler . . . $ I S4 
OEM (complete 

accl ing ) .. 
Charles Mann . 
STC . 

. . $399 
less 15% 

. Iess 15% 

O RDERS O NLY-CALL TO LL FREE VISA· MASTERCHARG E 

1-800-854-2003 ex t. 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext. 823 
Overseas-add $10 plus add itional postage· Add $2 .50 postage and hand ling per each item· Cal ifo rnia 
residents add 6% sa les tax · A ll ow 2 weeks on ch ecks. C .O.D. o k • Prices subject to change witho ut notice . 
All items subj ect to avail abi lity · ® - Mfgs. Trademark . 

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP 
6 520 Selma Ave. Sui te 309 • Los Angeles. Ca. 90028 • (2 13) 666-7677 

Inl'l T ELE X 499-0032 BVHL Attn : DiscSoft • USA TELEX 194-634 BVHL Attn : DiscSolt • 
TWX 910-321 -3597 BVHL A ttn : Di scSofl 
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is the Bresenham plotting algorithm 
(IBM Systems Journal, Volume 4, 
Number 1, 1965). It chooses a prin
cipal direction and maintains a 
variable, p. When p's sign changes, it 
is time to move in the minor direction 
as well. This procedure is another 
natural unit to be implemented as a 
primitive, since the computation is 
trivial and the setup in copyBits is 
almost all constant from one invoca
tion to the next. 

Image Processing 
We have seen how BitBlt can copy 

shapes and, in th~ foregoing ex
amples , how repeated invocation can 
synthesize more complex images such 
as text and lines . BitBlt is also useful 
in the manipulation of existing 
images. For example, text can be 
made to look bold by ~Ring over 
itself, shifted right by one pixel. Just 
as complex images can be built from 
simple ones, complex processing can 
be achieved by repeated application 
of simple operations. Here, we pre
sent three examples of such structural 
manipulation : magnification , rota
tion, and the game of Life. These ex
amples were devised by the author in 
collaboration with Ted Kaehler. 

As we shall see in the next two sec
tions, many applications of BitBlt are 
very simple, such as filling a Form 
with white, or copying all of one 
Form to some location in another. 
Small talk provides for such casual 
use of BitBIt through a wide range of 
simple messages to class Form, such 
as: 

someForm FiliAII: w hite. 
someForm copyAIITo: 

destLocation in : destForm. 

We will not list all such messages 
here. In the examples that follow, the 
reader should be able to infer the 
meaning from the message names and 
the accompanying explanations. 

Magnification 
It is often useful to magnify an 

image for closer scrutiny and 
especially to' allow convenient altera
tion of stored Forms. Photo 1 shows 
this function providing user control 
over the font used for display of text. 
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Listing 4: The rotate method. This method rotates an image of size 2" by 2" one quarter
turn clockwise. 

rotate I mask temp quad I 
temp - Form extent: self extent. 
mask - Form extent: self exti:nt. "set up the first mask" 
mask copy: mask asRectangle halftone: white rule: STORing. 
mask copy: mask asRectangle/2 halftone: black rule : STORing. 
quad - self width/2 . " the size of a quadrant" 
[quad> = J] whileTrueDo: 

[ " First eXChange left and right halves" 
mask co pyA liTo: 0 @ 0 in: temp rule: STORing. 
mask copyAIITo: 0 @ quad in: temp rule: ~Ring. 
self copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: temp rule: ANDing. 
temp copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: self rule: XORing . 
temp copyAliFrom: quad @ 0 in: self rule: XORing. 
self copyAIITo : (0 - quad) @ 0 in: self rule: ~Ring . 
temp copyAIITo: quad @ 0 in: self rule: XORing. 

" Then flip the cJiagonals" 
self copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: temp rule: STORing. 
temp copyAliFrom: quad @ quad in: ·self rule XORing. 
mask copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: temp rule: ANDing. 
temp copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: self rule: XORing . 
temp co pyA liTo: quad @ quad in: self rule: XORing . 

" Compute the next fine mask " 
mask copyAliFrom: (quad/2) @ (quad/2) in: mask rule: ANDing. 
mask copyAIITo: quad @ 0 in: mask rule: ~Ring . 
mask co pyA liTo: 0 @ quad in: mask rule: ~Ring . 
quad - quad/2] 

The character for "7" has been 
presented magnified nine times. Using 
a pointing device, the user has 
blackened some cells to provide a 
European style "7," and the result can 
be seen in both the upper-left and 
lower-right windows on the screen. 

A simple way to magnify a stored 
Form would be to copy it to a larger 
Form, making a big dot for every 
little dot in the original. For a height h 
and width w, this would take h X w 

self wideForm wideForm 
1'::1 ;; ~---

operations . The algorithm presented 
in listing 3 (as two messages to class 
Form) uses only a few more than 
h + w operations. 

The magnification proceeds in two 
steps . First, it slices up the image into 
vertical strips in wideForm separated 
by a space equal to the magnification 
factor. These are then smeared, using 
the ~Ring function, over the in
tervening area to achieve the horizon
tal magnification . The process is then 

bigForm bigForm 

•••• • • •••• • • • • 
Figure 8: M agnification with BitElt . See the text for more details. 

repeated from wideForm into 
bigForm, with horizontal slices 
separated and smeared in the vertical 
direction, achieving the desired 
magnification. Figure 8 illustrates the 
progress of the above algorithm in 
producing the magnified "7" shown 
in photo 1. 

Rotation 
Another useful operation on 

images is rotation by a multiple of 90 
degrees. Rotation is often thought to 
be a fundamentally different opera
tion from translation, and this point 
of view would dismiss the possibility 
of using BitBlt to rotate an image. 
However, the reader must consent 
that the first transformati'on shown in 
figure 9 is a step toward rotating the 
image shown: all that remains is to 
rotate the insides of the four cells that 
have been permuted . The remainder 
of the figure shows each of these cells 
being further subdivided, its cells 
being similarly permuted, and so on . 
Eventually each cell being considered 
contains only a single pixel. At this 
point , no further subdivision is re
quired, and the image has been 
faithfully rotated! 

Each transformation shown in 
figure 9 would appear to require suc
cessively greater amounts of com
putation, with the last one requiring 
several times more than h X w 
operations. The tricky aspect of the 
algorithm below is to permute the 
subparts of every subdivided cell at 
once, thus performing the entire rota
tion in a constant times logz(h) opera
tions. The parallel permutation of 
many cells is accomplished with the 
aid of two auxiliary Forms. The first , 
maSk, carries a mask that selects the 
upper left quadrant of every cell; the 
second, temp, is used for temporary 
storage. A series of BitBit operations 
exchanges the right and left halves of 
every cell, and then another series ex-

Figure 9: Image rotation with BitBlt . See the tex t for more details. 
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self: 

Flip left 

and right 

temp: 

. . . then .. . 
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Figure 10: Permuting four quadrants of a cell, 

changes the diagonal quadrants, 
achieving the desired permutation. 
The complete method for rotation is 
given in listing 4. 

Figure 10 traces the state of temp 
and self after successive operations. 
The offsets of each operation are not 
shown, though they are given in the 
program listing. After twelve opera
tions, the desired permutation has 
been achieved. At this point, the 
mask evolves to a finer grain, and the 
process is repeated for more, smaller 
cells. Figure 11 shows the evolution of 
the mask from the first to the second 
stage of refinement. The reader will 
note that the algorithm presented 
here for rotation is applicable only to 
square forms whose size is a power of 
two . The extension of this technique 
to arbitrary rectangles is more in
volved and is left as an exercise for 
the reader. A somewhat simpler exer
cise is to apply the above technique to 
horizontal and vertical reflections 
about the center of a rectangle. 

The Game of Life 
John Conway's game of Life is 

probably well known to readers of 
BYTE. It is a fairly simple rule for 
successive populations of a bitmap. 
The rule involves the neighbor count 
for each cell-how many of the eight 
adjacent cells are occupied? Each cell 
will be occupied in the next genera
tion if it has exactly three neighbors, 
or if it was occupied and has exactly 
two neighbors. This is explained as 
follows : three neighboring organisms 
can give birth in an empty cell , and 
an existing organism will die of ex
posure with less than two neighbors 
or from overpopulation with more 
than three neighbors. Since BitBlt 
cannot add, it would seem to be of no 
use in this application . However, 
BitBlt's combination rules do include 
the rules for partial sum (XOR) and 
carry (AND). With some' ingenuity 
and a fair amount of extra storage, 
the next generation of any size of bit
map can be computed using a con
stant number of BitBlt operations. 

Listing 5 gives the method for next
LifeGeneration . As shown in figure 
12, the number of neighbors is rep
resented using three image planes for 

Figure 11: Refinement of the quadrant mask, 
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the Is bit, 2s bit, and 4s bit of the 
neighbor count in binary. The 8s bit 
can be ignored, since there are no sur
vivors in that case, which is equiva
lent to zero (the result of ignoring the 
8s bit). This Small talk method is 
somewhat wasteful, as it performs the 
full carry propagation for each new 
neighbor, even though nothing will 
propagate into the 4-plane until at 
least the fourth neighbor. Some 
readers may enjoy improving upon 
this algorithm. 

Many other image-processing tasks 
can be performed with BitBlt. The 
author has built a complete optical 
character-recognition system for San
skrit text using the various combina
tion rules and an operation that 
counts the number of black bits in 
any rectangle (how would you do 
it?) . 

Bitmap processing is ideally suited 
to VLSI (very large scale integration) 
implementation. Readers who are in
terested in this direction should check 
the proceedings of the Design 
Automation Conference, June 1981, 
for "Parallel Bitmap Processor, " by 
T om Blank, Mark Stefik, and Will em 
vanCleemput. 

Efficiency Considerations 
Our original.specification for BitBlt 

has been published elsewhere 

Circle 59 on Inquiry card. --+ 
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SUPERBRAIN 
BvlNTERTEC 

p;:.j~-

64K Double or Quad Density units available. Uses 
two Z-80 CPU·s. Commercial-type terminal with 
12" monitor. Dual double density minifloppies. 
Over 350 kilobytes of storage (twice that with quad 
densi ty drives). Two serial R5232 ports. 1/0 ports 
standard . Expandable with optional 5-100 
interface. Comes with CP/MTM 2.2 operating sys
tem. MiniMicroMart can supply a wide range of 
CP/M development and application software. 

w/64K Double Density , List $3495 .. $2869 
w,64K Quad Density. List $3995. __ .. $3395 

Flin- HEWLETT 
a!~ PACKARD 

& HP-41CV 
., $259. 

.7'N"N I data systems 
....... .. . , Z19 Video Terminal 

Limited 
Time 
$799 

List $995 

(hPl ~!~.z;~6 HP-85A 
Desk-Top 

HP-83 
lIst$2250Special $1749 

F.O.B. shipping point . All prices subject to change and all 
offers subject IJ withdrawal without notice . Advertised prices 
are for prepaid orders. Credit card and C.O.D. 2% higher. 
C.O .D. may require deposit . 

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG -

MiniMicroMart 
1618 James Street 

Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 
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Listing 5: The nextLifeGeneration method. This method calculates the next Life genera
tion given the BitBlt bitmap of the current generation . See figure 12. 

nextLlfeGeneratJon I nbrl nbr2 f")br4 carry2 carry4 
nbrl - Form new extent: self extent + (2 @ 2) . "temp areas larger by I " 
nbr2 - Form new extent: self extent + (2 @ 2). " bit all around" 
nbr4 - Form new extent: self extent + (2 @ 2). 
carry2 - Form new extent: self extent + (2 @ 2). 
carry4 - Form new extent: self extent + (2 @ 2) . 
(1 @ I) eightNeighbors do: 

[ :delta I " delta equals a different neighbor-offset each time through this loop" 
carry2 copyAIIFrom: 0 @ 0 in: nbrl rule: STORing. 
carry2 copyAIiFrom: delta in : self rule: ANDing . "carry into 2" 
nbrl copyAIIFrom: delta in: self rule: XORing. "sum I " 
nbr2 copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: carry4 rule: STORing. 
carry2 copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: carry4 rule: ANDing. "carry into 4" 
carry2 copyAIITo : 0 @ 0 in : nbr2 rule: XORing. "sum 2" 
carry4 copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in: nbr4 rule: XORing) . "sum 4" 

nbr2 copyAIITo: I @ I in: self rule: ANDing. "perform logic to determine the sUNivors" 
nbr2 copyAIITo: 0 @ 0 in : nbrl rule: ANDing . "(2s AND self) OR (2s AND Is» " 
nbrl copyAIITo: 1 @ 1 in : self rule: ORing. .. ... allAND(NOT4s) " 
nbr4 copyAIITo : 0 @ 0 in: self rule: NOT ANDing "store next generation " 

"over self" 

nbr4 

nbr2 -
self 8 neighbor shift s nbr1 

~ -, 
/ -

arry4 -* 
I carry2 

neighbor counts next self 

, • • / 

nbr1 nbr2 nbr4 

••• Figure 12: Counting neighbors in the game of Life. 

(Newman and Sproull, Principles of 
Interactive Computer Graphics , 2nd 
edition, McGraw-Hill, 1979) under 
the name RasterOp. The implementa
tion described in that reference can 
easily be extended to include the full 
set of combinations, and the addition 

of clipping is also straightforward. 
Here, we add a few ,notes on efficien
cy gathered from experience. 

BitBlt is so central to the user inter
face that any improvement in its per
formance has considerable effect on 
the interactive quality of the system 

Circle 135 on Inquiry card ........ 
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as a whole . In normal use of the 
Smalltalk-BO system, most calls on 
BitBIt are either in the extreme 
microscopic or macroscopic range. 
Let us examine these more closely . 

In the macroscopic range, the 
width of transfer spans many words. 
The inner loop across a horizontal 
scan line gets executed many times, 
and the operations requested tend to 
be simple moves or constant stores. 
Examples of these are: 

• Clearing a line of text to whi te 
• Clearing an entire window to white 
• Scrolling a block of text up or down 

It is fortuitous that most processors 
provide a fast means for block moves 
and stores, and these can be made to 
serve the applications above. Sup
pose we structure the horizontal loop 
of BitBlt as the following sequence: 

1. Move left partial word 
2. Move many whole words (or 
none) 
3. Move right partial word (or none) 

Special cases can be provided for item 
2 if the operation is a simple store or 
if it is a simple copy with no skew 
(horizontal bit offset) from source to 
destination. In this way, most macro
scopic applications of BitBlt can be 
made fast, even on processors of 
modest power. 

The microscopic range of BitBlt is 
characterized by a zero count for the 
inner loop in item 2, so that the work 
on each scanline involves, at most, 
two words. Both overall setup and 
vertical loop overhead can be con
siderably reduced for this case. 
Because characters tend to be less 
than a word wide and lines tend to be 
less than a word thick, nearly all text 
and line drawing fall into this 
category. A convenient way to pro
vide such efficiency is to write a 
special case of BitBlt that assumes the 
microscopic parameters, but goes to 
the general BitBlt whenever these are 
not met. Because of the statistics 
(many small operations and a few 
very large ones), it does not hurt to 
pay the penalty of a false assumption 
on infrequent calls .• 
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